‘B-Composers’ or: How can you become a ‘Kleinmeister’?*

Skladatelji druge kategorije ali kako lahko postaneš »Kleinmeister«
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ABSTRACT

Filling gaps between the ‘Great Composers’ so-called ‘Kleinmeister’ cause various problems in writing about the history of music. On the one hand one-sided perspectives will be the result as long as the works of ‘Kleinmeister’ are to be discussed with standards of qualities that have been developed with regard to ‘top compositions’. On the other hand a deficient sighting of sources often complicates the estimation of those composers, who certainly have not reached an outstanding position within the common repertory, however as a foil of contemporary artistic work allow the ‘great’ works of the prominent ones to stand out. Such difficulties in methodical and archival accesses will firstly be considered by examining the Salzburg surroundings of Wolfgang Amadé Mozart and the Linz surroundings of Anton Bruckner. A catalogue of criteria determining a composer’s being treated as a ‘Kleinmeister’ shall arise and make up the basis to discuss significance and liking when speaking about ‘Kleinmeister’ in musicological studies.

* This paper has first been given at the Conference “Der Künstler in seiner Welt”, organized by the Anton Bruckner Institut, Linz, Brucknerhaus, September 25th–27th 2008. A German version will be published within the proceedings of this Conference. Thanks to the generosity of the Anton Bruckner Institut’s presidency the printing of an English version in advance is possible. Translations of quotations have been made by Michaela Schwarzauer and by the author.
I. A case study of the 18th century

‘Kleinmeisterei’ – frequently understood as a filler between the ‘masters of music’ – raised several problems for those writing about the history of music. On the one hand we are confronted with one-dimensional perspectives, as long as we meet the work of so-called ‘Kleinmeister’ with (quality) standards developed in the description of ‘masterpieces’. Then a work by a ‘Kleinmeister’ will rarely be the better one. On the other hand an inadequate examination of source material usually or often makes it difficult to estimate the significance of those composers whose compositions have not gained an outstanding position in the repertoire, whose work must however be considered as a necessary echo of each contemporary art, only making possible to set off great works.

The problem that therefore affects both methodological as well as philological considerations will first be discussed in an exemplary way, taking up the case of Wolfgang Amadé Mozart and his surroundings in Salzburg. Composers like Johann Ernst Eberlin, Anton Cajetan Adlgasser, Giuseppe Lolli and Luigi Gatti – fairly neglected in the writings on music history1 – in widespread opinion could not even compete with the ‘Salzburger Haydn’ Johann Michael as real rivals of the Mozarts. However – with the exception of Adlgasser – they all achieved a higher position at the court of the Archbishop than the Mozarts or Haydn... Shouldn’t this fact make us think?

The reasons for the profiles of such a musical reception must be examined. Is it the result of selective notions or standards of quality of later times? Were departures from the standardized repertoire missing, changes that caused something strange, special which could stir up the interest of future generations? Were artistic achievements retrospectively measured by later standards? Did judgements to be found in the letters of the Mozarts influence later descriptions? The correspondence elucidates in any case the fact that Leopold and his son did not renounce on a leading position and its administrative tasks because of a striving for artistic freedom. Even if such ideas were sometimes taken up: They were nothing but an inadequate transfer of Romantic ideals into the 18th century. The Mozarts did not achieve such a leading position as a consequence of futile applications and disappointed hopes.

In Agnes Ziffer’s study Kleinmeister zur Zeit der Wiener Klassik with the subtitle Versuch einer übersichtlichen Darstellung sogenannter „Kleinmeister“ im Umkreis von Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven und Schubert zur Quellensicherung ihrer Werke2 Johann

1 Even in the recently published Salzburger Musikgeschichte the names of Giuseppe Lolli and Luigi Gatti only appear in a cursory manner, being mentioned only twice resp. four times, without further commentary, which seems to be a backward development compared with Constantin Schneiders’ Geschichte der Musik in Salzburg von der ältesten Zeit bis zur Gegenwart, Salzburg 1935. However, the fact that the chapter ‘Leopold Mozart – Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart – Michael Haydn’ referred to has also served as a basis for a respective monography on the Mozarts’ Salzburg times should have motivated this simple cue of insignificance; see Manfred Hermann Schmid: ‘Leopold Mozart – Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart – Michael Haydn’, in Salzburger Musikgeschichte. Vom Mittelalter bis ins 21. Jahrhundert, ed. by Jürg Stenzl, Ernst Hintermaier and Gerhard Walterskirchen, Verlag Anton Pustet, Salzburg – München, 2005, pp. 255–331, as well as Manfred Hermann Schmid under collaboration of Petrus Eder OSB: Mozart in Salzburg. Ein Ort für sein Talent, Verlag Anton Pustet, Salzburg, 2006.

Michael Haydn – surprisingly enough – is not mentioned; most probably Ziffer sees him somewhere in a grey area between the 'Klassiker' (the classics) and 'Kleinmeister'. Salzburg is however well represented in this book: with Anton Cajetan Adlgasser, Johann Ernst Eberlin, Sigismund von Neukomm and Joseph Wölfli. So as to exaggerate in my reflections I will turn my interest towards two first chapelmasters at the court of the Archbishop in Salzburg, who – according to Ziffer – not even reached the status of 'Kleinmeister': Giuseppe Francesco Lolli (Bologna?1701 – Salzburg 1778) and Luigi Gatti (Lazise, at Lago di Garda 1740 – Salzburg 1817).

The suspicion that Lolli and Gatti might have been neglected as a consequence of nationalistic thinking in music history does not work. Constantin Schneider in his Geschichte der Musik in Salzburg – a pioneering contribution in the history of regional music-history-writing in Austria published in 1935 – at least mentions both composers and writes about Giuseppe Lolli:

"Beside the three main representatives of the Rococo-period [Johann Ernst Eberlin, Leopold Mozart, Anton Cajetan Adlgasser] their contemporaries are far left behind. We get well informed about the situation of the chapel-music and the quality of its members by Leopold Mozart’s accounts. As chapelmaster Joseph Maria Lolli from Bologna was engaged after Eberlin’s death in 1744, an insignificant composer of whom some masses and sacred music have been preserved."

Schneider refers to the source of his assessment: Leopold Mozart’s Nachricht von dem gegenwärtigen Zustande der Musik Sr. Hochfürstlichen Gnaden des Erzbischoffs zu Salzburg (an account of the situation of the chapel-music in Salzburg). Mozart dismisses Lolli’s music with the words: “Apart from a few oratorios he has composed almost nothing for the chamber, and some masses and verse-psalms for the church.” And Mozart continues with extensive descriptions of the oeuvre of the vice-chapelmaster at that time – and thus unmasks himself as the author of the anonymous article. Surprisingly Leopold neither here nor anywhere else refers to an event – most probably familiar to him – that shows Lolli in a bad light. The Annotatione rerum gestorum of father Otto Gutrather from St. Peter’s Abbey tell that Lolli gained the position of vice-chapelmaster in 1743 because of a servile promise, i.e. not to ask for salary increase. Thus he pushed out the favourite Johann Ernst Eberlin – who later on was preferred to Lolli as chapel-master. Such ‘discoveries’ – in later times the brusque sentence of the music-loving

---

5 Ibidem, pp. 184f.
6 Archive of the Arch-Abbey St. Peter in Salzburg, Ms. A 150, fol. 235, translated from the Latin original by Doris Pellegrini-Rainer and Werner Rainer: "The decree for the post of the Vice Chapel-Master had already been issued by order of the sovereign [Duke-Archbishop Leopold Anton Baron of Firmian] in favour of Mister Eberlin and the matter had been considered as settled. There his contrahent, Mister Lolli (by far inferior in musical experience) took a last chance, worshipped the sovereign and promised, that in the case he would be promoted, he would serve without salary. Lolli finally got the job from the sovereign, who always tried to reduce the costs, to the other’s disadvantage and under grumbling of nearly the whole court as well as others.” - Doris Pellegrini-Rainer and Werner Rainer: ‘Giuseppe Lolli (1701–1778). Ein biographischer Beitrag zur Musikgeschichte Salzburg’s’, in Mitteilungen der Gesellschaft für Salzburger Landeskunde, vol. 106, 1966, pp. 281–291: 285. This essay contains a biography of Lolli based on the scarcely preserved sources, and a catalogue of his ascertainable musical works.
Duke-Archbishop Hieronymus Duke Colloredo “should ever the famous Lolli decide to compose for the chosen ones in heaven” leave us with plenty of hints – helping to consolidate the image of a minor competent composer and to sift out the make-up of the local musical life.

Schneider was unfamiliar with these sources. They would have confirmed his estimation. He ignored that Lolli was an immediate rival of Leopold Mozart for a position in the Archbishop’s chapel-music. Obviously he firmly believed in the evidence of Leopold Mozart’s text. Compared with this, Schneider’s presentation of Gatti seems better reflected; in this case – due to missing sources – he was forced to form his own judgement.

“Of the elder generation [after the death of Johann Michael Haydn] only the Italian Luigi Gatti, the last chapel-master of the episcopal court lived. [...] As a very prolific composer he contributed music in all fields. [...] His works reflect the stylistic change at the turn of the centuries. He started as an Italian musician of the Rococo, later turned towards classical music and developed into a Romantic composer as an old man.”

Lolli and Gatti belonged to two different generations following each other. Therefore their compositions can clearly be distinguished from a music-historical angle referring to a well-known border. Commonly the dividing line between baroque and classical music is drawn around (or with) the year 1750. Lolli at that time was about forty, Gatti only ten years old. Therefore a stylistic comparison would be inadequate. Most probably the two never got to know each other, and if they did meet after all, such an encounter must have taken place in Italy. When Gatti arrived in Salzburg in 1782, Lolli had already been dead for four years. A connection between the two can be established on the basis of their position as chapel-masters in Salzburg and by means of their points of contact with the family Mozart. As Lolli was a rival of the father and followed Eberlin as chapel-master in 1762, having been vice-chapel-master before whereas Leopold had been court-composer, Gatti at first was a rival of the son. First negotiations with the Archbishop in Salzburg, Hieronymus Duke Colloredo, go at least back to the year 1778, when Wolfgang Amadé was on his journey to Paris, accompanied by his mother and at the same time looking for a job. When Gatti is harshly criticized later in the correspondence of the Mozarts in a letter of Wolfgang written in Vienna in autumn 1782, one should bear in mind Wolfgang’s anger, looking back at his unsatisfying situation as a court musician in Salzburg with a chapel master Gatti who had been favoured above him.

“that Gatti, the ass, has asked the Archbishop for permission to compose a serenade – makes him deserve his name [Italian gatto refers to a tom-cat and Wolfgang Amadé

7 Pellegrini-Rainer and Rainer (as for footnote 6), p. 287.
8 Schneider (as for footnote 3), p. 142.
9 On June 11th 1778 Leopold Mozart writes to his wife and son staying in Paris: “Luigi Gatti of Mantua, who has been estimated as a distinguished pianist by the Archbishop of Olmütz, whom you know, who has copied your mass in Mantua, and to whom the Archbishop of Olmütz [on instruction of Duke-Archbishop Colloredo] was obliged to write, does not want to leave Mantua, but only intends to come for about two, three months” - Mozart, Briefe und Aufzeichnungen. Gesamtausgabe, ed. by the Internationale Stiftung Mozarteum, collected and annotated by Wilhelm A. Bauer and Otto Erich Deutsch, by means of their preliminary papers annotated by Joseph Heinz Eibl, Bärenreiter Verlag, Kassel and others, 1962–75, vol. 2, nr. 452, lines 158–162.
refers to the charming character of the animal]; and I suspect that it may also be applied to his musical capacities.”

We have to consider, however: Both Lolli and Gatti were chapel-masters in times of stylistic changes as well as in an obviously desolate era, politically as well as economically. Before Hieronymus Duke Colloredo took office the episcopalian Salzburg, still an autonomous territory, had got into tremendous economic difficulties due to the loss of Bohemian salt-markets. Colloredo on his part could rehabilitate the financial situation, but he could not stop the process of secularization. These facts have to be considered and may ‘correct’ a judgement entirely based on artistic expectations. However – the ‘myth Mozart’ opposes all these reflections and makes it impossible to form a somehow unbiased judgement. Even the national element, fairly neglected in studies on Salzburg music history, was eclipsed by this myth. The nationality of Lolli and Gatti had certainly contributed in the development of their career; Italian composers were highly estimated almost everywhere in “Heiliges Römisches Reich deutscher Nation” and especially Archbishop Colloredo appreciated their contributions. As it was Colloredo who was frequently shown in a wrong light as ‘enemy’ of the Mozarts, the spiral of low regard begins to turn again, rubbing off on his chapel masters.

Neither Lolli nor Gatti deserved the ignorance they received. By arranging their work on the basis of regional and temporal requests and resisting the ideal of l’art pour l’art they simply behaved correctly as far as their position at court was concerned. Also Eberlin, Adlgasser and Johann Michael Haydn did not behave differently, nor did Leopold and not even Wolfgang Amadé before he finally quit his employment in Salzburg in 1781. Lolli primarily composed church music, as this was appropriate for the chapel-master of an ecclesiastical principality. Furthermore, like elsewhere, in Salzburg a clear separation of duties had been established for the chapel-music, with chamber-music provided by specially appointed composers at court. Thus you may not wonder at the absence of Lollis contributions. His sacred compositions at any rate display solidness and hint at a change of concepts concerning instrumental music, especially within the area of the church-sonata. A survey of relevant sources in the archive of “Salzburger Dommsuzik” emphasizes his position as a link in the development of church-sonatas in one movement that become a habit in compositions by Wolfgang Amadé Mozart.

10 Wolfgang Amadé Mozart from Vienna to his father in Salzburg, October 12th 1782. – Mozart. Briefe und Aufzeichnungen (as for footnote 9), vol. 3, nr. 702, lines 8–11.
13 In effect his works do not offer more than solidness. Besides, as a matter of fact, Lolli did not compose very much during his tenure of office as Vice and later First Chapel Master in Salzburg. Cmp. Pellegrini-Rainer and Rainer (as for footnote 6), p. 288, as well as the catalogue of works, ibidem, pp. 288–290.
14 Nowadays kept in the archive of the Salzburg Arch-Diocese, ‘Dommsuzikarchiv’.
### Sonatas composed by Giuseppe Lolli (?1701 – 1778)

*(all A-Sd)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shelf mark</th>
<th>title</th>
<th>movements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A 822</td>
<td>Sinfonia</td>
<td>Vivace ed allegro C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 823</td>
<td>Sinfonia</td>
<td>Allegro e presto C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 824</td>
<td>Sonata</td>
<td>Allegro e spiritoso C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 825</td>
<td>Sonata</td>
<td>Allegro moderato ma presto C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 826</td>
<td>Sonata</td>
<td>Allegro → Adagio C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 827</td>
<td>Sonata</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 828</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Allegro C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 829</td>
<td>Sonata</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 830</td>
<td>Sonata</td>
<td>(Allegro) 3/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 831</td>
<td>Sonata</td>
<td>(Staccato e) spiritoso 3/4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a similar way Gatti’s chamber-music – usually composed for the private use of Archbishop Colloredo who liked to dabble on the violin – combined different stylistic ideals. Conventions of performance-practice such as the instruction ‘Ondeggiando’ for string-instruments that can already be found in the sources for Lolli’s church-sonatas – but they are accompanied by a kind of formal instability with a song-form overlying classical principles – foretaste of the Romantic era. The fact that virtuosity in Gatti’s compositions rather served as ostentation than evoked technical problems for the players must be reflected against tendencies of the time – preferring solistic parts, like the Quatuor brillant – and also against the case that frequently Archbishop Colloredo himself played the second violin or viola.

### II. Case-study from the 19th century

When the musical centres shifted from aristocratic courts towards the Salons de musique, bourgeois drawing rooms and concerts, the conditions for musicians and composers changed together with the form of job. In Upper Austria, basically determined by a music-culture cultivated in monasteries and small towns, missing a centre of social and cultural life, the contours of this development seem somehow blurred. Nevertheless the field of activity of Johann Baptist Schiedermayr (1779–1840) [Picture 1], organist in the Cathedral and the parish church in Linz and director of music at the local theatre, seems paradigmatic for a position a musician who wanted to achieve something extraordinary had to escape from. How was this paradigmatic position like? A multifunctional dimension can be observed in Schiedermayr’s activities: He straight away can be described as a ‘musical factotum’, his obligations comprising tasks as musician, conductor and composer (Schiedermayr for example had to produce music for dancing events) and as

---


music teacher. Only could flee from this ‘normal image’, whoever succeeded in concentrating in his position as an artist. A borderline is formed with those that did not work as private music teachers but were employed by institutions. Schiedermayr in this context was successful: His additional salary as teacher of “Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde zu Linz” (the later “Musikverein”) makes him stand out, wheras his basically baroque image as a composer for church, chamber and theatre does not. Like many others he did not specialize – whether Schiedermayr would have been able to do so or not cannot be answered; his position did not permit him to do so and deprived him of possibilities to prove himself. At that time Linz did not offer any possibilities for outstanding self-presentation. Forums for the performance of ambitious works were missing despite the fact that there were plenty of occasions to present oneself in public.

Picture 1. Johann Baptist Schiedermayr (1779–1840), aus: Franz Gräflinger, Johann Baptist Schiedermayr, in: Tages-Post, Linz, April 10th 1910, "Unterhaltungsbeilage"
With good luck Schiedermayr had evaded the fate of a Thurnermeister (a town musician who had to blow signals from the tower and to play on various official occasions) before: To achieve such a position it proved advantageous to possess and to be able to play several instruments as well as to own copies of musical works. Schiedermayr came from a poor background and painfully had to work his way up, he would not have been able to compete with other rivals for the position of a Thurner in Schärding (a small town in Upper Austria) as far as necessary resources were concerned. However, he was offered despite these deficiencies thanks to his excellent musical performance in a presentation of the candidates. But getting employed would have implied his getting married to the eldest daughter of the deceased Thurnermeister. Schiedermayr resigned, and therefore did not have to experience how the position of a Thurnermeister soon shifted in the direction of a second occupation, out of professionalism. Frequently amateurs now replaced professional musicians, who found employment only in larger towns, a clear sign of urban life as the necessary surroundings for a successful musical career. The example of Schiedermayr, who despite his modest way of living was in debt at his death, makes it possible to show that even in a town like Linz the salary of a hardworking ‘musical factotum’ could not provide financial security for a family with children to be educated.

All these observations would make it possible to outline the prototype of a ‘Kleinnister’ in the 19th century. The circulation of Schiedermayr’s church-music by means of printings but also in passing on handwritten music, that has not been restricted to one region, but spreading in the complete area of Southern Germany and Austria, in this context forms a clear contrast. His compositions were even performed in the monastery of Einsiedeln in Switzerland. Considering the degree of innovation of Schiedermayr’s work this resonance resets in relative terms. Those expecting novelty will be disappointed, however only as long as they do not bear in mind the general development of masses with orchestra in the 19th century. These masses – into which Schiedermayr’s compositions fit harmoniously – were determined by a basic plan (unchanged since classical times) concerning the structure of the movements, the division of the different parts of the text, their allocation to soli, ensemble and choir. Thus originality was regarded as unspecific, whereas satisfaction of needs was regarded as constitutive for a well-done composition.

---

18 E.g. when filling up the vacancy of the Thurneramt in Hallein in 1784; see archive of the Salzburg Arch-Diocese, records to Hallein, 6/78/13.
19 Zamazal (as for footnote 17), pp. 123f. referring to the necrology written by Schiedermayrs’ son of having the same name Johann Baptist, published in Museal-Blatt, Linz 1840, nr. 4, pp. 16f.; nr. 6, pp. 26f. – Schiedermayr later got married to her younger sister Barbara (ibidem, p. 126).
20 Obviously Schiedermayr had spent all his savings on the education of his six (or seven) children that reached the age of adults; see Zamazal (as for footnote 17), pp. 130, 140–145.
21 Two elucidating examples: In the monastery of Einsiedeln in Switzerland some works by Schiedermayr were even performed at the so called ‘Engelweihe’, the most important local religious feast, in Hallein near the town of Salzburg Choir Master Franz Xaver Gruber disposed of a rather numerous stock of Schiedermayrs’ church music; see Musik für die Engelweihe in Einsiedeln, ed. by Therese Bruggisser-Lanker, Giuliano Castellani and Gabriella Hanke Knaus, Edition Künzelmann, Adliswil, 2007 (Musik aus Schweizer Klöstern 1), Preface, p. V, as well as Thomas Hochradner: Hallein zur Zeit Franz Xaver Grubers, still to be published in the report of the Conference „Städtische Kirchenmusikgeschichte. Bestandsaufnahme und Ausblick“, Leipzig 2007.
All these reflections result in a collection of symptomatic constellations that elucidate the discrepancy between a usual and a specific job-outline, though they do not make it possible to distinguish between master and bohemian. A comparison of this ‘catalogue of criteria’ with Anton Bruckner's life and work seems promising, but surprisingly was hardly ever undertaken in Bruckner-biographies. Obviously other aspects, such as religiousness, unfortunately Germanness, post-classicism, and Wagnerianism and the appearance in public shaped attempts at characterizing the composer. Most of these approaches find themselves expressed in an article by Guido Adler of the year 1924. Adler’s almost psychographic reflections astonish because of his personal acquaintance with Bruckner. Of course – what cannot be done in this paper – they have to be examined as far as their validity is concerned. The following three quotations should be exemplary:

“[..] one notices his [Bruckner’s] great dependence on the South German Catholic way of composing, as it had spread as a subsidiary of the Viennese classical church-music in the course of half a century, had got shallow and simplified. His luck was that he could stand on the healthy solid soil of the region where he had grown up and remained there [mentally] throughout his life.”

“One [...] could feel his [Bruckner’s] character deeply rooted in a pure soul. The restrictions or rather restrictiveness – as already mentioned – were a result of exterior circumstances. Compared to the nobleness of his heart, firmly supported by family and religious instructions, the education of his mind was behind by far, and he never found the time to make up for things he had missed in his youth. Grown up he concentrated all his thoughts and his poetry on his compositions.”

“His art will in the course of time give a touching evidence, how the simple, modest assistant of a primary school teacher of rural descent [...] could rise up to the high regions of the most noble artistic achievements.”

Similar to Adler most of the other biographers saw no reason to connect Bruckner with ‘Kleinmeistertum’. Instead the Romantic ideal of an artist as an unworldly genius not understood was applied: “the modest assistant could rise up to the high regions…”, Adler points out. Against this once widespread attitude Karl Gustav Fellerer in an article of the year 1964 set two ideas: “[Bruckners] belief in the religious obligations of all activities” and an initial broad effect of popular works Bruckner had composed for...
the church and choral societies.\textsuperscript{28} The second argument, referring to a satisfaction of needs typical for Kleinmeister, is extended by Georg Knepler. He regards Bruckner’s socialisation as the decisive obstacle in the development of his personality and also his artistic qualities.\textsuperscript{29} With this I don’t want to agree. You have to consider: It is the kind of socialisation that Bruckner lastingly tried to escape from. Erich Wolfgang Partsch, referring to Bruckner’s “religious obligations”, even hints at an at least temporary self-production of his image and explains:

“Most authors did not understand that exactly in the inconsistency between outside and inside there was a niche for an extraordinarily original image of an artist that as a novelty could guarantee a really special position in the history of music. And in comments on Bruckner it seems paradoxical that the basically quite natural combination of rural descent and Catholic faith established the pronounced deviation from conventional images of artists and turned Bruckner into a composer of outstanding singularity.”\textsuperscript{30}

Does this combination of “rural descent” and “Catholic faith” convey a Romantic notion of the type of Kleinmeister in an exaggerated way? Could or did not Bruckner want to emerge from the cocoon of the world he had been born into in the urban surroundings of Linz and later Vienna? In contrast to speculations whether and in how far religiousness could replace an intellectual horizone the answer is close at hand: As far as the choice of the center of living, the way of realizing professional targets and the artistic distance from the satisfaction of immediate needs are constitutive for an artistic image (though by no means comprehensively), Bruckner’s originality is not based upon some kind of Kleinmeistertum transferred.

\textbf{III. Parameters of a musical ‘Kleinmeisterei’}

Neither in \textit{Duden} nor in Kluge’s \textit{Etymologischem Wörterbuch} the term ‘Kleinmeister’ is mentioned. This surprises in so far as Grimm’s dictionary contains several references for ‘Kleinmeister’ and ‘Kleinmeisterei’ and opens the range between a primarily pejorative and a sometimes also neutral usage.\textsuperscript{31} An article in the \textit{Allgemeine Encyklopädie der Wissenschaften und Künste} from the year 1885 still reveals positive semantics in the field of art-history:

“Kleinmeister: This not quite appropriate term that merely considers the external form refers to a series of copperplate-engravers of the 16\textsuperscript{th} century [succeeding


\textsuperscript{29} “Bruckner is being wronged when he is considered to be an unconsciously creative composer, not able of thinking. Bruckner absolutely knew what he did. Furthermore it would be short-sighted to overlook the limitations and misjudgements of his thinking, or to expect that they would not be expressed in his works. Bruckner’s great heart and his productive genius have been narrowed down by the view of life the dominating class imposed on him. The lack of farsightedness and universality prevented Bruckner from becoming one of the greatest.” – Georg Knepler: \textit{Musikgeschichte des 19. Jahrhunderts}, Verlag Henschel, Berlin, 1961, vol. 2, p. 703.

\textsuperscript{30} Partsch (as for footnote 23), pp. 316f., quoted from p. 316.

Albrecht Dürer] who in their works normally made use of a small format. In this moderate space, however, some of them succeeded in banning so rich an artistic content that they must be considered as representatives of the best of their profession. [...]”32

Often, even here, the term ‘Kleinmeister’ conveys a connotation somehow misty, but rather negative. This may have led to its temporary exclusion in a musicological vocabulary. In the volumes of Denkmäler der Tonkunst in Österreich presented until World War II the term is not used; in the preface of “Wiener Instrumentalmusik vor und um 1750” Guido Adler uses the expressions “Lokalkomponist” (a composer of local significance, for Georg Mathias Monn) and “Wiener Meister des Übergangs” (Viennese masters in times of transition, for all composers working in Vienna at that time), and Adler concludes: “The farther we extend our interest, the deeper we penetrate, the richer the starry sky of our art turns and also the small stars begin to shine and enchant us.”33 In his article “Musik in Österreich” in Studien zur Musikwissenschaft the same author writes about the time after 1750: “At present composers in Vienna spring up like mushrooms” and continues, “then small people appear”, these words referring to composers like Krommer, Eberl, Pleyel, Süßmayr, Wöfl and others.34 Also Wilhelm Fischer does not use the expression ‘Kleinmeister’ in Handbuch der Musikgeschichte edited by Adler but rather speaks of “kleinen Geistern”, i.e. “people of limited intellect” (in this context referring to their artistic potential).35 In this way it has been avoided to make use of the term ‘Kleinmeister’ as a – when compared with the Viennese classical trias – common expression referring to epigones, almost insignificant composers, limited talents and composers significant for a small region. An almost logical consequence in this context is that by contrast “greatness in music” is chosen as a starting point. In Alfred Einstein’s still fascinating book having the same name36, the term ‘Kleinmeister’ does not appear either, whereas Einstein regards it as necessary to ‘trim’ the ideal of “greatness” he wants to refer to.

“If we want to define greatness in music we will – depending on our standards – throw light upon a more or less small number of names, behind those the more insignificant will sink into darkness. But first of all we want to eliminate the merely historical greatness and the merely regional greatness.”37

32 Allgemeinen Encyklopädie der Wissenschaften und Künste, ed. by J. S. Ersch and J. G. Gruber, vol. II/37, Verlag Gleditsch, Leipzig, 1885, pp. 15f.: 15. Furtheron the term ‘Kleinmeister’ has been explained in numerous encyclopedias and dictionaries, at all times exclusively in this art-historical connotation.
37 Einstein (as for footnote 36), p. 37.
It was Einstein’s intention to discover ‘artistic’ greatness which he finally only attributed to Johann Sebastian Bach, Joseph Haydn, Wolfgang Amadé Mozart, Ludwig van Beethoven and Franz Schubert. The music of preceding centuries to his mind lacked actuality: “Art that does no longer appeal to us, although it has displayed its historical significance, has become stony.” The new revival of old music had not yet begun and finally gave the lie to Einstein; however – it was maybe just the distance emphasized by Einstein and others that made it possible for composers of old music to escape the fate of ‘Kleinmeister’. Who would apply this attribute to Johannes Ockeghem, based on the observation that he did not get to Italy in his lifetime? Even less significant names were met with a kind of respect that composers of the 18th and 19th century could not expect. Indeed Einstein regards any greatness in the 19th century as suspicious. Rating them, composers are divided into those preserving a tradition, a heritage (like Johannes Brahms) and those promoting progress (like Franz Liszt). Both categories to Einstein’s mind lack greatness. Bruckner – as may now be expected – gets a very minor role; he is hardly ever mentioned. For once quotations on part of Brahms replace Einstein’s personal opinion, in another instance Einstein writes:

“Schubert was sufficiently great so as to compose the ‘completed Uncompleted or Unfinished’ and the symphony in C major, the quartets in A and D minor or the first movement of the quartet in G major during his lifetime or about the year of death of Ludwig van Beethoven. They appear as works in which the whole Bruckner and more than Bruckner is already contained. He [Schubert] knew how to ‘inherit’...”

Einstein obviously tried to avoid a cultivation of the epigonic – this seems understandable when looking for ‘greatness’ – however he ignores the socialisation of an artist and starts from a selection of qualities. Besides, a concise catalogue of criteria for Einstein’s ideal of greatness is missing. By chance the reader gets informed, that Einstein regards the co-existence of Apollinic and Dionysian, universality, the completeness of an Šuvre, the establishment of an inner world (an intellectual demand), the opposition of contemporaries and unfavourable social conditions as constitutive. Einstein is fully aware of the subjectivity of his approach. Yet if one follows his ideas in a radical way, essential insights into musical-historical contexts get lost: “Weighed and found too slight, not being suited for extensive studies” is a constellation frequently repeated in the field of musicology when discussing 19th century music. This constellation will remain the unknown component in the history of 19th century music, as long as there are no thorough investigations, broadly drawn up.

Research into the life and work of the majority of the composers of the 19th century is still lacking. Reasons for this deficient situation are

58 Ibidem, p. 16.
59 Ibidem, p. 79.
60 Ibidem, pp. 166f.
61 Ibidem, pp. 201ff.
63 “And when there should be an objective history of music once upon a time, it is to be supposed that music has died.” – Einstein (as for footnote 36), p. 234.
surrender in face of an abundance of source material whose incorporation would consume too much time;

an inadequate tradition in the acquisition of musical-sociographic relevant sources, as attention is basically focused on aspects concerning the history of composition, especially on novelty;\(^\text{44}\)

a concentration on specific persons, a ‘canon’ of prominence – you might say the continuation of heroic accounts in history writing;

the domineering, sometimes ‘careeristic’ impulse of presenting scientific achievements focusing on greatness in the history of music, in the zenith of the field covered by musicological studies;\(^\text{45}\)

the interest of a society of consumers (concerning management, sponsorship but also public expectations) to put conventional, nostalgic worlds of imagination, again and again on the stage.

All these circumstances occur in the changeable course of reception. Also the word ‘Kleinmeister’ is used as an oscillating and even suspending attribute. In vain one will look for ‘Kleinmeister’ within the scene of contemporary composers; instead sometimes the more polite paradox ‘regional greatness’ or ‘local greatness’ will be used. From such terminological uncertainty result discrepancies in the evaluation. Thus Agnes Ziffer in her study *Kleinmeister zur Zeit der Wiener Klassik* refers to 184 Kleinmeister, among them Johann Christian Bach, Padre Martini, Ignaz Pleyel, Antonio Salieri, Louis Spohr and Georg Christoph Wagenseil. But a precise method for a definition, who is referred to as ‘Kleinmeister’ and why this term is used, is not offered by Ziffer – as neither does Einstein explain his criteria for ‘greatness in music’.

As we have seen, musical ‘Kleinmeisterei’ can be defined differently – on the basis of existing sources, referring to the amount of innovation achieved by a composer or – as with Ziffer – in relation to ‘greatness’. Would this mean that the Kleinmeisters of the 19th century are even smaller than those round 1800, measured according to the classical trias? And shouldn’t we then introduce the category ‘Zwergmeister’ (of dwarfish relevance) for those composers not mentioned in Ziffer’s catalogue?

All these ideas force us to reflect on the great variety of strategies used in the act of writing about music, also with regard to the speech-areas. In German spoken countries one hesitates to refer to Haydn, Mozart or Beethoven as ‘Großmeister’ (which would hint at the superior of an order of knighthood or an expert in international chess); however one tends to adorn them with the attribute of greatness. In analogy to Einstein’s book on greatness in music a study on smallness ought to be written, not about ‘Kleinmeister’. Then there would not be any terminological paradox any longer, because the addition ‘Meister’ (master) in the context of everyday language takes away some severity and helps to avoid an insulting tendency when speaking of a ‘Kleinmeister’. At

---


\(^{45}\) Cmp. Anselm Gerhard: ‘“Kanon” in der Musikgeschichtsschreibung’, in *Archiv für Musikwissenschaft*, vol. 57, 2000, pp. 18–30. therein p. 29: “Academic teachers are by no means prevented from warning their students against a discussion of ‘Great Masters’ that – besides the sometimes well calculated effect for their career – only result in a confirmation of well-known historical insights. However this requires not only the willingness to dismiss learned prejudices, but also two qualities self-evident for the mental disposition of each researcher: modesty and curiosity.”
the same time the expression ‘Kleinmeister’ accounts for a general reverence in front of the artist – in other words accounts for a perhaps inadequate cultivation of genius, a late tribute to Romantic ideals.

In effect the expression ‘Kleinmeister’ refers to the majority of composers who for different reasons – because of their talent, their surroundings, but frequently also because of their present reception – have not made a decisive impact with their compositions. Why not speak about ‘typical’ composers? The question “What’s typical with...” will arise at once and you will be forced to start thinking it over. Because the term ‘Kleinmeister’ and its alternatives basically refer to a momentary position and to those that use it. In this context a revival in an amateurish usage can be observed, when ‘Kleinmeister’ is understood as a composer that was underestimated for some time and is discovered once again. However – whoever estimates achievements that do not display progressive composing – can venture to do without the description ‘Kleinmeister’. When Lydia Goehr discusses musical works in the sense of an “imaginary Museum”, this opens a new access to the matter: Whereas the traditional conception of a canon of works of art will stick to normative, unchangeable ideals, the ‘musical paintings’ of such a museum can be exchanged on the basis of different perspectives and circumstances.46 Why not with composers?

Izhajajoč iz teh vzorčnih primerov avtor poizkuša izoblikovati katalog kriterijev za podrobnejše določevanje »mala mojstrstva«. Zgodovinski umestitvi pojma sledi razprava o njegovi povečnosti, ki pokaže, da je muzikologija obveljala začetno distanco do besede »Kleinmeister« prav v času, ko je Alfred Einstein izdal temu nasprotno knjigo »Veličina v glasbi«. Tam, kjer se je Einstein zavedal lastne subjektivnosti, so mnogi (premnogi) avtorji govorili o domnevni objektivnosti. Tako je nastala pejorativna podoba »mala mojstra«, ki je obveljala v glasbeni zgodovini, pa čeprav je ob podrobnejši obravnavi nevzdržna. Možno pa je, da se nekateri, ponovno odkriti »zakotni« skladatelji pod to označbo dobro podajajo. Pa tudi v tem primeru beseda »Kleinmeister« govori bolj o tistem, ki jo uporablja.